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Stonerol Oy, Helsinki

Letter of the Chairman
Dear Investors

Our second year at Stonerol Oy which finished on September 30, 2012 has passed quickly and it is
with pleasure that I can present this report to you. Ann Bjurström and I are happy to give you an
overview of our progress since our last report in September 2011. We take great pride that our
company is a true “Greenfield Explorer” in Finland. Ever since we started our activities we have
been full of enthusiasm and positive feelings in establishing an exploration company from scratch.
We are patient and are careful how we work and build our own and very special corporate culture.
No matter what comes we are fully committed and we are here to stay. In addition to our claim
applications in the Salla area, we have now a substantial “Land Bank” of claim reservation areas with
several fascinating exploration properties. This will be the base for our next year’s work.
Ann Bjurström, our Managing Director will tell you on the following pages about the current
situation in Finland and about last year’s activities. I would like to comment on the general situation
of the global resource industry. The year 2012 has been remarkable in two ways. On the one hand,
prices for resource companies and mining projects have come down dramatically. We have now
reached levels as low as during the big financial crisis in 2008/2009. And that has not been so long
ago! The big worries are all about the short term future concerning a possible slow-down of
economic growth mainly in China. Also the problematic banking and financial system coupled with
enormous government debts is a huge psychological burden for investors.
On the other hand, during this period of pessimism, there are great opportunities to invest into the
resource industry and to move forward with resource projects. We strongly believe in an exciting
future and will be active in the market. Our company has an entrepreneurial spirit and is happy
when the right opportunity comes along.
To double-check and verify our optimistic long term strategy, I did a lot of travelling to see firsthand what the situation is in the markets. To me real life is what matters and not what is printed in
the European media. I have come back from my business trips to Asia with a fundamental positive
view. We are living in an age where modern technology and way of life is on the move everywhere. I
strongly believe that the number of people moving up into a kind of middle class is totally
underestimated. We are talking about hundreds of millions of people that will finally earn better
wages. This process can be strongly felt in most of the emerging markets. These people work hard
and have a strong will to improve their style of life. They want better quality products and better
living conditions. And via the internet and international advertisement they do not only have
knowledge of what is good or better, but they also have access to these products and services thanks
to excellent logistics all over the world. It is most impressive to see how this build-up of modern
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times is taking place. I am totally convinced, more than ever, that the process of large scale
urbanisation cannot be stopped over the next 10-20 years. Therefore, shorter term considerations
should not impact our long-term investment strategy. On the contrary, whatever I see cannot be
manufactured or used without resources from the ground. These mineral resources produce the
energy, the electricity, the skyscrapers, the air conditioners, the iPhones, the touch screens, but also
the toothpaste, the washing powder, etc… they are the base for almost everything that surrounds us.
You will notice, at Stonerol Oy we see the world for resources in a bright future. The key is that we
are willing to learn constantly. We do not hesitate to speak the truth. Also, we do not look away
when there is bad news. And we only work with people whom we respect and like. It is therefore
that I thank Ann Bjurström for her guidance and her efforts during the last year. A big thank you
also goes to our six geology student-trainees who have done an outstanding job. On a farewell note
we have to say goodbye to our Geologist Toni Eerola who has accepted a terrific position at GTK
(Geological Survey of Finland). I am sure he will be most successful and I see it as a privilege that
we have worked together for two years. We wish Mr. Eerola all the best for his future.
If you have any interest in our activities in Finland please do not hesitate to contact us.
With kind regards,
Sincerely yours

Dr. Markus Elsasser
Chairman
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Stonerol Oy, Helsinki

Report of the Managing Director
Dear Reader,

The mining industry in Finland has been very turbulent in the past 18 months. In July 2011 a new
mining law came into force. At the same time the mining claim reservations and applications (called
mineral exploration licenses under the new law) were transferred from the Ministry of Employment
and the Economy to TUKES (Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency). Further, the headquarters and
offices for TUKES were moved from Helsinki to Rovaniemi. In a hundred years there have not
been as huge changes as these, states Terho Liikamaa, chief engineer from TUKES. It means that
the agency will have to employ more people as there are applications both from the time of the old
law and the new law to be dealt with. It also means that the handling of paperwork and the
negotiations with the authorities will be easier and quicker in the future. This is important as the
mining industry in Finland is growing rapidly.
Recently the Finnish mining industry has encountered a serious misfortune. The Talvivaara mine
raised high hopes when it started in 2008. It would set a good example for the environmental mining
industry and create many new work opportunities. But something went wrong; one of the waste
water impounds burst and vast amounts of waste water containing nickel and uranium leaked into
the surrounding watercourse.
This has caused the public opinion, from initially being very positive towards the mining industry, to
turn against it. From Stonerol’s point of view, and many other mining companies that run their
business in an exemplary way this, of course, is most unfortunate but we look towards future with
great confidence. Our aim is to do things differently and at every stage take into consideration and
respect the local people and the environment. Finland is a “dream land” for mining prospecting.
The infrastructure is excellent, we have no corruption, the legislation is reliable, GTK (Geological
Survey of Finland) has done extensive surveying and mapping but there is still a lot of unexplored
countryside.
In summer 2012 Stonerol employed 6 geology student-trainees. Under the supervision of chief
geologist Toni Eerola their duties were to perform MMI-sampling in Salla and reconnaissance and
geological mapping in Tervola, Oijärvi and Ilomantsi. The trainees proved to have great team spirit,
ability to apply their knowledge to their work, to learn new things and work hard both in the field
and in the office. 1200 samples were taken and later analysed at the laboratories of ALS
MINERALS in Australia. The result will give us some guidelines where to continue with more
profound exploring.
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Wherever they went Toni Eerola and the trainees contacted the local landowners and authorities.
They were warmly received and four local newspapers even wrote favorable articles about them and
their work.
We are now looking for a geologist who has the courage, geological and entrepreneurial expertise to
strengthen our team. He or she will replace our present geologist who has accepted a position at
GTK. If you love dirt under your fingernails and are looking for the gold nugget of your dreams you
will feel right at home with us.
Yours sincerely

Ann Bjurström
Bjurström
Ann
Managing Director
Director
Managing
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REPORT ON FIELD SEASON 2012:
MMI-sampling at Salla, and reconnaissance and
geological mapping at Tervola, Oijärvi and Ilomantsi,
Northern and Eastern Finland

Toni Eerola
Stonerol Oy
September 2012
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STONEROL’S FIELD SEASON 2012
INTRODUCTION
Stonerol Oy had its second field season during the summer 2012. For this reason, the company
hired six student-trainees to assist in the field work. The field work consisted in surficial
geochemical soil sampling at Salla, as well as reconnaissance and geological mapping at Tervola
(Lehmikumpu), Oijärvi, and Ilomantsi. First two are located at Lapland, the third one at Nothern
Pohjanmaa, and the last one at Northern Karelia. Geologist Toni Eerola leaded the team. This
report describes the activities performed by this field work. The students’ reports are also
attached.

Stonerol’s trainees team summer 2012, from left to right: Joonas Wasiljeff, Joonas Kurtti,
Karoliina Kehusmaa, Sara Söderström, Johanna Oiva and Sami Jokinen at Aatsinki, Salla.
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Locations of the field work, excepting Sodankylä and Savukoski. Salla was the location of an
extensive geochemical soil sampling.
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MINING SEMINAR AT LUOSTO, SODANKYLÄ (5-8.6.2012)
At the beginning of June, the team started the field season by participating at the Mining Seminar
organized by the Finnish Association of Mining Enterpreneurs at Luosto Resort at Sodankylä.
The students had also opportunity to meet the Stonerol’s Executive Director, Mrs. Ann
Bjurström. This was a good opportunity to have a get together. It helped the students and us to
know each other better before to start the work. The student’s presence at the seminar introduced
them also into the Finnish mining scenario and discussions on its current situation, as well as
gave them an overview on current mining projects. The seminar consisted in lectures, and field
excursions to the Luosto Amethyst and Kevitsa Ni-Cu mines at Sodankylä. Students wrote
reports in English for Stonerol Oy and Toni Eerola published his report in Finnish at the Finnish
Magazine of Geology, Mining and Metallurgy (Materia). Ann Bjurström and Toni Eerola were
also interviewed by the Lapin Kansa, the main journal of Lapland at the seminar’s press
conference.
At the end of the last day’s excursion, the team went to Salla, where the field work started with a
weekend excursion on the Stonerol’s target areas.

Visit to the Luosto amethyst mine, one of the excursions during the Mining Seminar.
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SALLA (8.6.-13.7.2012)
The main purpose of the field work at Salla was to execute Mobile Metal Ion (MMI)-sampling
on four target areas, selected by the previous year’s study. The areas are Varvikko, Känespella,
Tuohivaara, and Mäntyvaara at Aatsinki.
MMI-sampling is a new method presented at the International Applied Geochemistry Symposia
at Rovaniemi last year, and described in the author’s report on the event. This year the method
was decided to be experimented and applied on Salla, in order to identify possible anomalies in
metal concentrations. MMI measures metal ions that are released from the mineralized material
and travel upward toward the surface. By measuring these ions which occur in very low
concentrations, possible anomalies (e.g. gold) can be detected.
MMI samples were taken from the uppermost part of the B-horizon of the podzol soil. A 50 cm
deep pit was dug into the soil with a shovel. Before sampling, the paint was carefully scraped off
from the shovel in order the prevent contamination of metal ions.
Students formed three pairs for the work. The author worked alone. The sampling consisted in
digging a small pit by shovel, and scratching 300 g of soil from the uppermost 15 cm of the Bhorizon with a small garden shovel. Organic matter and major stones are removed from the
sample. The sample is put into a plastic sample bag. The bag is sealed, eliminating air from it,
and its number is written on the bag’s ethiquet. The sampling location and its coordinates are
marked and recorded by GPS (Global Positioning System)-device. After sampling, the pit is
recovered, and direction for following sampling point is taken. After every sample, the shovels
were cleaned with moss and flushed with soil from new sample site. Samples were took in
intervals of 50 m along lines which spacing was 100 m, except Tuohivaara, where those were
100 m and 200 m.
During the work, the team was interviewed by journalists from Lapin Kansa and Koti-Lappi in
the field.
A total of 1198 samples were collected and sent by mail to the ALS Minerals Oy at Outokumpu,
which sent them to Australia to be analysed. The analysed elements were Au, cu, Zn, Pb, Co, Ni,
Cr, Pt, and Pd. The results were already received and will be discussed in a separate report.
5
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The applied claim areas at Salla where the MMI-sampling took place.
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The problem of the MMI-sampling is related with digging. If the soil is composed by a very
stony till, it is impossible to dig pits. This happened sometimes, especially at the Tuohivaara, and
Aatsinki areas. Therefore the lines are not always complete there.

MMI-sampling at Tuohivaara, Salla. The work was done by pairs.
The advantage of the MMI-sampling is its low cost and environmental impact. Therefore there is
no need for a claim to perform it. It can be done based on the every man’s law, that permits
moving and smalla scale sampling in private lands. However, there should be cautious when
interpreting the results. Many factors can affect them, such as pH, and prevailing weather during
the sampling. So, attention should not be given be given for particular value of each sample’s
analyses, but for the anomalies they form. They can give indications on a possible mineralization
below the soil cover.
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Work phases of the MMI-sampling (see text for explanation).
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FIELD WORK ON THE NEW AREAS
After having completed the main goal of the field season, the MMI-sampling at Salla, the
secondary goal was to do a reconnaissance and geological mapping on the new areas of
Lehmikumpu, Oijärvi, and Ilomantsi, that were applied for claim reservations. Only
Lehmikumpu and Oijärvi were previously briefly visited by the author. The purpose on those
areas was to know them better, and to appoint possible target areas for further research and
mineral exploration. Only one week was destined for Lehmikumpu and Oijärvi, because it was
already known that the areas are quite covered by overburden (till and swamps).
Lehmikumpu, Tervola (20-27.07.2012)
At Lehmikumpu, the team made a reconnaissance on the areas with outcrops that are restricted to
certain sectors of the region. Only volcanic zones are exposed, while carbonatic rocks are
covered by till and swamps. As volcanic and carbonatic rocks occur as alternating layers, the
outcrop zones are always surrounded by unexposed zones. The team visited the Rakkaviita,
Mustakummut, and Pitkämaa areas. A quite detailed mapping was made at a clear cut area at
Pitkämaa. No MMI-sampling was made on the region.
The most interesting area for a more detailed work and sampling is the Rakkaviita at the
northern part of the area, where komatiites are exposed.

Trainees removing the mush and lichen cover from the glacially polished bedrock at the Tervola
region, southern Lapland.
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During the stay at Tervola, the team had an opportunity to meet trainees from other companies
there. The team was informed that at least one company applied partially for the same area on
the Lehmikumpu, and that their application was made one day before the Stonerol’s application,
having preference over the area.

Oijärvi (27.07.-03.08.2012)
Oijärvi consists of two areas, 1 and 2. Both are almost completely covered by overburden, as
already stated by earlier reconnaissance report of the author at last year. As the area is swampy
or with a very rocky till, the team was unable to do MMI-sampling. The region is also
surrounded by peat production areas, as already stated by the author’s previous report. This
makes its surficial investigation difficult. Therefore it is suggested to investigate the area by
geophysics, in order to appoint for a possible anomalies and drilling targets. This is the only way
to get information on its bedrock and possible mineralisations. Actually all the information
available on this poorly exposed Archaean greenstone belt has been obtained through drilling
and geophysics.
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Oijärvi area
Ilomantsi (03-16.08.2012)
The last target area visited by the team was Ilomantsi, close to the border with Russia, at
Northern Karelia. It is composed by a typical Archaean granite-greenstone belt. The region was
previously unvisited by the author, and the work was started by a reconnaissance. Together with
map investigation, it was soon discovered that the claim reservation area 1 is almost all covered
by overburden. It is also outside of the so called “Karelian Gold Line”, where the known gold
showings are located. Actually the best places for gold exploration were already took by other
companies.
The second area, Ilomantsi 2, is all within the border zone with Russia, and it was needed
permissions to enter and move within that zone. The team made a geological mapping on the
area. Although well exposed, it did not show any sign of mineralization. It is also far outside of
the Karelian Gold Line.
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During the field work, the team gave interview for two newspapers, the local Pogostan Sanomat,
and Karjalainen, the main newspaper of the Karelian Province.
During the last day of the field season, the team visited the subterranean Pampalo Gold Mine,
owned by Endomines. Students were released from their duties at 16th August.

Ilomantsi area
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Karelian Gold Line and the situation of claim reservations, claims and mining concessions.
RETURN TO SALLA (20-31.08.2012)
After the liberation of the students, the author returned to Salla to have a field visit with Dr. Eelis
Pulkkinen. He made soil investigations at the western side of Aatsinki decades ago, and found
mineralized albitized rock by drilling soil samples. He went to show the place for the author at
Kallioharju, but there were no outcrops of that rock. Therefore, it shoud be investigatef by
geophysics. However, he also appointed for a new target at Lapland, called Petäjälehto at
Sodankylä. Informations on this target will be given in a later section.
Still during that week, after the visit of Dr. Pulkkinen, the author visited the Petservaara hill at
the eastern side of the Aatsinki Valley. Six gold-bearing boulders and a gold anomaly in till have
been found by lay-men sample campaign and GTK’s regional till geochemical survey there.
However, during this brief, nothing interesting was discovered.
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The author also gave a lecture at the Municipal Council Hall for a the council members and
general public on the geology of Salla and Stonerol’s mineral exploration on the region. It was
well received by the municipality representants and local people.
The last week of the field season at the end of August was spent in a geological excursion with
GTK staff at Salla, guided by geologist Tuomo Manninen. He has investigated volcanic rocks of
the region during 1980’s. The excursion visited places unvisited by the author before. This was
useful, because it widened the author’s view on the region’s geology, and appointed for a
possible new target at Koutoiva hill, eastern side of the Aatsinki Valley. The target is similar to
that found at Mäntyvaara, following the eastern side of the Aatsinki valley to the north. It is
composed by rusty quartz veins, with lot of magnetite, intruded into intermediate and basaltic
lava flows.
RESULTS OF THE GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF ROCK SAMPLES FROM SALLA
A total of 14 rock samples were analyzed from the Salla Greenstone Belt, collected last year.
The samples were analyzed by the Labtium laboratories in Finland, specialized in geochemistry.
The samples were komatiites, vein-bearing mafic volcanic rocks and quartz-veins. The analysed
elements were Ag, As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, S, Sb, Zn, Au, Pd, and Pt.
Only three samples gave anomalous gold contents: 28 (70 ppb), 39b (61 ppb), and 49 (14 ppb).
28 is located at the Koutelokuusikko, 39b at Mäntyvaara (North-Eastern side of Aatsinki), and
49 at a drainage between the Koutoiva, and Petservaara hill at the eastern side of Aatsinki. 28 is
a vein-bearing high-Mg basalt, 39b a quartz-vein, and 49 a sheared quartz-veined rhyolite. From
those areas only the Mäntyvaara was applied for a claim. The same sample 39b gave also high
copper content (1060 ppm), and malachyte (copper oxide) can be seen in the rock. Due to its
gold anomaly, Koutelokuusikko area can be also worthy of more detailed investigation. Similar
quartz-veins as found at the Mäntyvaara, were also seen at the top of the Koutoiva hill, having
magnetite and a rusty appearance, what might indicate mineralization.
The quartz-vein zone of Mäntyvaara is worth of more detailed investigation. The veins occur at
both sides of a drainage, showing that the rock is easily eroded. It might indicate a sheared,
mineralized zone below the cover.
14
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CLAIM RESERVATIONS
During the summer, Stonerol Oy was granted with four new claim reservation areas, long before
expected. The new areas are Oijärvi A and B, and Ilomantsi A and B, which were visited by the
team, as reported here (see maps in earlier sections). The decision on the Lehmikumpu area is
still pending, because there is another company also with a simultaneous application for claim
reservation
Claim reservations
Area

Size (ha)

Ilomantsi 1

20484,71

Ilomantsi 2

3706,27

Lehmikumpu

17356,66

(applied)
Oijärvi 1

1012,20

Oijärvi 2

6218,09

CLAIM APPLICATIONS
Stonerol also applied for four claims at June: Varvikko, Känespella, Tuohivaara, and Aatsinki,
mentioned already in this report and expressed in the table below and maps in earlier sections.
Applied claims
Area

Size (ha)

Varvikko

200,00

Känespella

456,08

Tuohivaara

507,10

Aatsinki

292,90
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the field work and collected data during two field seasons as a geologist of the Stonerol
Oy, the author wish to give his recommendations for the future work. As the company is small
and with limited resources, it is possibly better to concentrate in a one area with several potential
targets, and which is still unexplored. As we have seen at this report, Lehmikumpu, Oijärvi, and
Ilomantsi have problems regarding the cover, or overcrowding by other companies. Therefore
the author strongly suggest to concentrate on the Salla area. There are now four claim
applications all with potentiality. There are also two other places at the Aatsinki area, that might
be interesting for a more detailed work: Petservaara and Koutoiva. Petservaara has findings of
gold-bearing boulders and a gold anomaly in till, and Koutoiva has rusty quartz-veins similar to
those found at Mäntyvaara. These are suggested to be applied for claim reservations, and
investigated in detail. However, there is Natura 2000 area close by, and the top of the Petservaara
hill is owned by Mr. Ilkka Herlin, the main owner of the Kone Oy. He has also a summer cottage
down there at the Aatsinki valley.
Regarding Oijärvi, it is suggested to abandoned, or perform an extensive geophysical survey
over the areas in order to locate some possible anomalies interesting to be drilled. As the
Ilmantsi’s areas are outside of the Karelian Gold Line, and largely covered or situated within the
border zone, they are suggested to be abandoned. It is possibly better concentrate on the north.
Lehmikumpu can have potential, but there is already one company in front of the Stonerol in
preference for that area.
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The Stonerol’s field team 2012 at Koli, Northern Karelia, Eastern Finland.

Geology is fun!
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FIELD WORK REPORT

Summer 2012

Sami Jokinen
Stonerol Oy
30.8.2012
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1 Preface
This report gives a brief review of the field work that was accomplished in mining
company Stonerol Oy by six summer trainees and one geologist during summer 2012.
All of the trainees are geology students from the universities of Helsinki, Turku and
Oulu. Only one of the trainees had previous experience in working as geologist.
The summer started from mining conference that was arranged in Luosto located in
northern Finland. After becoming acquainted with each other during the conference,
we headed for Salla in order to start geochemical soil sampling. The main task for the
summer was to accomplish MMI sampling in the Salla region. In addition to soil
sampling in Salla, Stonerol´s goal was to conduct mapping in Tervola, Oijärvi and
Ilomantsi.
As it is Stonerol´s course of action to keep in touch with local people, we tried to
introduce ourselves whenever there were houses in vicinity of our working area. In
addition, we were in close contact with local newspapers. Newspapers was found to
be a convenient tool to inform local people what we were doing and to make it clear
that we were not going to do any exploration in conservation areas for example.
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2 Salla region
The Paleoproterozoic greenstones in Salla region, located in the eastern Lapland, are
poorly investigated among mining companies. The komatiites and mafic volcanites
together with shear zones form the basis for the hydrothermal processes that might
have produced metallic ores in the Salla region.

2.1 Mobile Metal Ions
In order to identify possible anomalies in metal concentrations, surface sampling
method called MMI (Mobile Metal Ions) was used in Salla. According to SGS (2012),
MMI measures metal ions that are released from the mineralized material and travel
upward toward the surface. By measuring these ions which occur in very low
concentrations, possible anomalies for example in gold concentrations can be
detected.
MMI sampling in Salla was accomplished in areas that were chosen according to
geophysical anomalies or other properties in the bedrock that were indicative of
hydrothermal processes associated with mafic or ultramafic volcanites. The areas that
were chosen for sampling in Salla were called Varvikko, Känespella, Tuohivaara and
Aatsinki.
MMI samples were taken from the uppermost part of the B‐horizon of the podzol soil
(Fig. 1). A 30 cm deep pit was dug in the soil with a shovel. Before sampling the paint
was carefully scraped off from the shovel and all jewels were taken off in order the
prevent contamination of metal ions. Approximately 300 grams of fine grained
material was taken into labeled plastic bags with a plastic shovel. Samples were cross
sections from the 15 uppermost centimeters
39 of the B‐horizon. After every sample, the
shovels were cleaned with moss and flushed with soil from new sample site.

was carefully scraped off from the shovel and all jewels were taken off in order the
prevent contamination of metal ions. Approximately 300 grams of fine grained
material was taken into labeled plastic bags with a plastic shovel. Samples were cross
sections from the 15 uppermost centimeters of the B‐horizon. After every sample, the
shovels were cleaned with moss and flushed with soil from new sample site.
Moreover, major organic material was eliminated from the samples. Line space in
sampling was 100 meters and a sampling interval space of 50 meters was used. Due to
the big area of Tuohivaara, a line space of 200 meters and a sampling interval of 100
meters were used.
In total, approximately 1200 MMI samples were collected and sent for analysis during
four weeks in Salla. Based on the coming laboratory results, detailed decisions in
relation to possible further exploration in the area can be made. It should be
emphasized that the concentration results gained from MMI analysis will be relative
instead of absolute. This means that only positive and negative anomalies for example
in gold concentrations in soil can be detected but no deductions concerning absolute
concentrations can be made.
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Fig. 1. MMI sampling in Tuohivaara, Salla.
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3 Tervola region
The main task in Tervola, located in southern Lapland, was to map the main properties
of the bedrock and find implications of hydrothermal processes that might have
produced mineralizations. Unfortunately, only a small portion of the bedrock was
exposed. It also deserves to be mentioned that during nights we were in close contact
with local people and it seemed that we definitely had a social license to operate in
Tervola.

3.1 Mapping procedure
Regardless of the small amount of outcrops in Tervola, some mapping was conducted
in the Lehmikumpu area.
Mapping procedure started with making an outcrop (Fig. 2). A small bed of moss was
first scraped of the bedrock, which allowed one to observe the mineralogy, texture and
structure of the rock. Strike and dip of the possible schistosity and/or bedding were
measured with a geological compass. Description of veins, if there were any, was also
conducted. Coordinates and a brief description of the place where the outcrop was
located were also included in the notes.
Subsequently, an approximately 10 x 15 cm piece of rock was dislodged with a rock
hammer. From this boulder, observations about color of fresh surface, color of
weathered surface, mineralogy (including occurrence of sulphide minerals) and texture
were made. These dislodged boulders were collected from every outcrop and labeled
for further analysis.

3.2 Observations
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Almost all outcrops observed in Tervola consisted
of green schist having approximately

were made. These dislodged boulders were collected from every outcrop and labeled
for further analysis.

3.2 Observations
Almost all outcrops observed in Tervola consisted of green schist having approximately
same strike and dip. Metamorphic grade of the green schists has been low and hence,
bedding and other structures were easily observed from numerous outcrops.
Interestingly enough, epidote veins and some pyrite and chalcopyrite were also found
from these rocks. Carbonate rocks in the Tervola region were not exposed due to their
fast weathering rate. Geochemical analyses of the collected rock samples may show
areas in which further exploration should be targeted.

Fig. 2. Making an outcrop in Känespella, Salla.
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4 Oijärvi region
Oijärvi is a small village located in Northern Ostrobothnia in the vicinity of the
municipality of Simo. The metallogenic zone in Oijärvi is related to the Late Archean
Oijärvi Greenstone Belt. This narrow S‐N trending belt is poorly exposed and thus, its
boarders have been inferred from airborne geophysical surveys.
There are known gold mineralizations in Karakkalehto located in the central part of the
greenstone belt (Tolppi 1999) and at least one exploration company is conducting
drilling program in the area.

4.1 Field work
The main goals of our field work in Oijärvi were to find out whether MMI sampling
could be reasonably conducted within Stonerol’s claim reservation areas and to check
if there are any outcrops that would enable mapping. Due to the vast bogs and rocky
moraine, the area was not suitable for MMI sampling. Moreover, the area was almost
totally lacking outcrops and no mapping could have been conducted. In terms of
further exploration, drilling and more detailed geophysical measurements are the only
ways to gain more information about the bedrock in the area.
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5 Reconnaissance of the Ilomantsi region
We spent last two weeks of our field season in Ilomantsi, located in Eastern Finland
near the border of Russia, in order to get familiar with Stonerol´s two claim reservation
areas. The potential of the Archean Ilomantsi Greenstone Belt, and especially the
Hattu Schist Belt, has been recognized among mining companies. The potential of the
Hattu schist belt for structurally controlled lode gold mineralization was detected in
1993 (Nurmi and Sorjonen‐Ward, 1993). Subsequently, the most promising areas were
already reserved before Stonerol started to act. Mining company Endomines has
reserved vast areas of the Karelian gold line as it tries to increase its gold reservoirs in
addition to Pampalo mine.

5.1 Field work
Stonerol Oy has two claim reservation areas in the vicinity of the city of Ilomantsi.
Having driven through the western claim reservation area, which is approximately 40
km long and on average 4 km wide, we had to give up mapping because the area was
entirely covered with thick glaciofluvial deposits and no outcrops were found.
Consequently, we decided to focus on the the other claim reservation area located
around Lake Ilajanjärvi in the vicinity of the Russian border.
Some outcrops were found in the northern side of Lake Ilajanjärvi but, due to the time
limitations, no mapping was conducted there. The southern side of the Lake Ilajanjärvi
is in the border zone of Russia and Finland, and hence border zone permissions had to
be applied for. The southern shore of the lake is called Ruukinpohja.
There is a cluster of outcrops in the Ruukinpohja, and some preliminary mapping was
conducted there. The bedrock of Ruukinpohja consists of felsic to mafic volcanic rocks
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accompanied with metagraywackes. Quartz‐carbonate veins of different generations

is in the border zone of Russia and Finland, and hence border zone permissions had to
be applied for. The southern shore of the lake is called Ruukinpohja.
There is a cluster of outcrops in the Ruukinpohja, and some preliminary mapping was
conducted there. The bedrock of Ruukinpohja consists of felsic to mafic volcanic rocks
accompanied with metagraywackes. Quartz‐carbonate veins of different generations
(Fig. 4) and augen structures (Fig. 3) were also found. However, no indications of
mineralization were observed in the area.
In the future, more detailed mapping and boulder prospecting could be accomplished
in the claim reservation area around Lake Ilajanjärvi. However, the cluster of outcrops
in Ruukinpoha is located in the border zone which impedes exploration there, and it is
contingent whether permission for ore prospecting will be given in the area.
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Fig. 4. A boudinaged quartz‐carbonate vein cutting the metamorphosed volcanic host rock in
Ruukinpohja, Ilomantsi.
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6 Conclusion
Despite the struggles in mapping due to the lack of outcrops, the summer was very
fruitful. In addition to the enormous amount of things that we learnt about geological
processes, we also got an insight into organizing exploration. This was possible
because Stonerol is such a small company. In terms of career choice, the visits in
Kevitsa and Pampalo mines were very valuable experiences.
It was a quite unique experience to live three months in sometimes rather small cabins
with previously unknown people. Despite the fact that we had a very colorful group of
people, there were no real fights during the summer. Our team spirit was truly
amazing through whole summer.
When it comes to exploration, it should be discussed whether Stonerol should give up
some reservation areas due to the company´s small size. This way the most potential
areas could be explored more effectively.
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Fig. 5. Refreshment in Vestbreen glacier, Norway (upper) and in Koli, Finland.
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Introduction
Stonerol Oy has four reservation areas in northern and eastern Finland, the Salla, Tervola, Oijärvi
and Ilomantsi areas (fig 1). Geologically these areas belong to the supracrustal greenstone belts,
the Ilomantsi and Oijärvi greenstone areas being Archean and the rest Paleoproterozoic. The
company is mainly searching for gold, but also for e.g. copper, nickel and platinoids. The
greenstone belts in Finland are potential areas for gold deposits, and gold mines have already
been established in these areas.
In Salla, the primary job was to take geochemical samples from soil using the MMI sampling
method. The Tervola and Oijärvi areas were less suitable for the research method used and thus
no sampling was done there. In Ilomantsi geological mapping of the reservation areas of the
company was done. In this report, the two research methods are first described, followed by
short descriptions of the research areas and the work that was done in each of them.

Fig 1. Salla – In the middle of nowhere. View from the top of the Sallatunturi. Photo: Joonas Wasiljeff.
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Research methods
MMI – Mobile Metal Ions
The MMI (Mobile Metal Ions) is a geochemical research method used for localizing metallic
anomalies in the soil. Metal ions are released from mineralized material and travel upwards to
surface materials such as soil, till, sand and so on. With MMI, these mobile ions are measured,
and they can indicate anomalous areas.
The sampling was done in pairs, so there were three pairs. The actual sample taking process was
fairly simple. Using a bare steel spade, a small pit (approximately 30-50 cm) was dug (fig. 2).
The boundary between the organic layer and the actual soil had to be identified before taking the
sample, because the actual depth for sample taking was 10-25 cm below the boundary of
organic/inorganic material. The sample should have been taken continuously from the 15 cm
interval.
Using a plastic scoop, approximately 250 to 350 grams of material were collected (fig. 3). First,
the scoop was flushed with soil from the new sample site in order to eliminate any contamination
from previous sample sites. The wall of the pit was then scraped off so that a fresh,
uncontaminated surface was revealed. Large rocks, twigs, leaves etc. were carefully removed by
hand before the sample was put into clean plastic snap seal bags. Proper labeling of bags was
important and it was done with permanent markers. The spade and the scoop were then brushed
of excess soil with moss.

Fig. 2. Sample pit. Photo: Sami Jokinen.
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The coordinates of every pit were taken with the GPS device, and they were also written down
by hand. A sample was taken every 50 meters, with the distance to the next line being 100
meters. If a sample could not be taken at the spot where the distance to the previous sample was
50 m, we moved on until the ground was suitable for sample taking. Ca. 30 samples were taken
per group per day, depending on the terrain and the soil.

Fig. 3. Sami Jokinen taking a sample. Photo: Karoliina Kehusmaa.

Geological mapping
The purpose of geological mapping is to make a detailed map of the geological features of an
area. This is done by observing outcrops of bedrock, measuring some structural features, e.g.
foliation, with a compass, and taking rock samples. Observations cannot be made from boulders.
If necessary, a fresh outcrop can be made by ripping off moss or lichen or a fresh surface can be
struck with a hammer. The observation of an outcrop must be thorough, with certain notes taken
regarding the surroundings of the outcrop and the characteristics of the rock (fig. 4). These
include e.g. the grain size, mineralogy, texture and colour of the (both fresh and weathered)
surface of the rock. The rock is then named based on this petrographic description. The
coordinates of the outcrop must be taken with a GPS device.
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Fig. 4. Observing an outcrop in Ilomantsi. Photo: Sami Jokinen.

A sample roughly the size of a fist is taken with a rock hammer from every outcrop observed (fig
5). Every time a change in bedrock is noticed an observation must be made. The contact between
the different rock types is preferable so that it can be described. The line of observations is made
perpendicular to the structural features of the rock so that the different rock units are cut through.

Fig. 5. Joonas Kurtti taking a rock sample in Tervola. Photo: Sami Jokinen.
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Research areas
Salla
The company has five reservation areas in Salla, the Varvikko, Känespella, Tuohivaara, Aatsinki
and Petservaara areas (fig 6). MMI sampling was done in four of these areas, Varvikko,
Känespella, Tuohivaara and Aatsinki, while Petservaara was left out because the soil was too
rocky for sample taking. Overall, ca. 1200 MMI samples were taken in the Salla area. Geological
mapping was not done in the Salla area, but excursions to interesting geological features were
made.

Fig. 6. The Känespella area in Salla. Photo: Joonas Wasiljeff.

Tervola
In Tervola the plan was to make a geological map of the reservation areas of the company.
Although some rock samples were taken and observation of the outcrops was practiced, the
amount of outcrops in the area was insufficient for proper mapping of the area. The region is a
part of the Peräpohja schist belt, and the rocks found were mainly gabbros/diorites, mafic
vulcanites and green schists with some carbonates (fig 7).
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Fig. 7. Mafic vulcanite with gas vesicles (light brown). Length of the pen ca. 14 cm. Photo: Sami Jokinen.

Oijärvi
Oijärvi was, if possible, even more lacking in outcrops so a geological map was out of the
question. A few exploring trips to the reservation areas were made in hopes of the ground being
suitable for MMI sampling, but it proved to be either too rocky or too wet. Instead, more detailed
petrographic descriptions of the Tervola rock samples were made. Some excursions to known
and described outcrops of pillow lavas were also made, with poor success in actually finding
them.
Ilomantsi
In Ilomantsi the company has two reservation areas, of which geological maps were again to be
made. The bigger of these two areas however was not suitable for mapping because the ground
was mostly covered with glacifluvial material and no outcrops were found. The smaller area,
Ruukinpohja, near the Russian border, was more suitable for mapping. The rocks found were
mainly mafic metavulcanites with some quartz/carbonate dykes, and later on granodiorites.
Again, excursions to find pillow lavas were made with poor results.
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Conclusion & thoughts
Salla was the first and most important research area for the summer, so the work in Salla was
emphasized. The company has made prior preliminary work in this area, so the MMI method
was a suitable method for further studies. The Salla area is also not as crowded with other ore
prospecting companies as e.g. Tervola although the bedrock and its stuctures in the Salla area
suggest that something might well be found there. The studies in the other areas were very
preliminary, as the company has not done prior studies there. The lack of proper outcrops made
geological mapping next to impossible in Oijärvi and in the bigger reservation area in Ilomantsi.
In Salla and Ilomantsi regional newspapers were contacted, and they published articles about
Stonerol and its trainees. The aim of this was to give local people information about what we
were doing, and to give the new company some publicity. We also visited several landowners in
the Salla area, and the reception was generally very positive. The municipal manager of Salla
was also very pleased at the possibility of a gold mine being established in Salla, which is
notorious for its high unemployment rate. Overall, people in the northern Finland seemed to
think of ore prospecting and mines very differently than the people in southern Finland.
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Field work report for summer 2012

Introduction
Stonerol oy employed six geology students from Oulu, Turku and Helsinki universities for summer
2012 exploration. The chief geologist Toni Eerola was in charge of six trainees employed. Research
team had four main areas reserved in Salla, Tervola Oijärvi and Ilomantsi. The search was targeted
on less investigated archaean and early proterozoic greenstone belts - mafic and ultramafic
volcanogenic metamorphosed rocks. Exploration methods used were bedrock mapping and MMIsampling. Main purpose of the exploration is gold, but also other metals such as copper, chromium,
nickel, cobolt, zinc and platinoids are potentials in mafic and ultramafic rocks. It is worth
mentioning that Stonerol oy is not exploring for uranium or thorium. The team had a policy that
local people knew who there were doing and what was being done. Local newspapers were
contacted

and

locals

were

actively

informed

by

talking

to

them.

Exploration methods
The used exploration methods are early exploration methods that can be done with low cost and
future planning in mind. In summer 2012 two ways of gathering information were used. Basic
bedrock mapping and geochemical sampling – MMI sampling.

Bedrock mapping
Bedrock mapping is gathering of basic geological information of the bedrock, by observing
different structural and mineralogical elements of the rock of an outcrop. Also samples may be
taken for geochemical analysis. By this one can gather information wich helps to decide where it
would be convenient to target further exploration such as drilling.

MMI sampling
This method is a form of geochemical sampling. MMI stands for Mobile Metal Ion. The method is
suitable for localising blind mineralizations. Method concentrates on mobile easy soluble ions that
move upwards from the mineralization and can be noticed from the soil above mineralization. The
sample taken from the soil and is rather small circa 200 – 300g. From the sample the mobile metal
ions wich are adsorbed on surfaces of soil particles are dissolved with very mild dissolvants and the
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dissolvent's metals are analysed. The method is very accurate and relatively easy to do in practice.
A sample is taken from wall of a shallow small shovel/spade dug pit. The pit is dug with a
sandblown shovel. If the shovel is not sandblown the paint in the shovel would contaminate the
sample. The sample is taken with a plastic scoop from the enrichment horizon of the soil. After a
sample has been taken, it is easy to cover the pit and leave the area as it was before taking a sample.
To get viable amount of data there must be a network of samples covering the area under research.
For a line samples are taken from a decided – 50 meters for instance - distance from the preceeding
pit. Distance between lines are determined for instance 100 meters and the lines should be directed
to cut through geological structures such as bedding. Coordinates for every single hole must be
taken.
Exploration areas

Salla
Salla was the main target for Stonerol's exploration in summer 2012. In Salla Stonerol had five
target areas: Varvikko, Känespella, Aatsinki, Tuohivaara and Petservaara. MMI-sampling lines were
done in Varvikko, Känespella, Aatsinki and Tuohivaara. The lines were designated to cut structures
of the mafic and ultramafic formations. Actual field work was done in pairs.

Tervola
In Tervola Stonerol had one reserved area called Lehmikumpu. Lehmikumpu's outcrops were
mapped and structural data was gathered. Some samples were taken (for further analysis?). The area
is abundant of mafic volcanites, carbonates and coarser grained mafic rock wich can be interpret to
be diabatic sill or a cumulated bottom of a lava bed.

Oijärvi
Oijärvi area was not suitable for the exploration methods that were used because of the lack of
occurence of visible bedrock and abunbdance of peaty soil, swamps and peat production areas in
reserved areas. Without taking to account of a few mafic volcanitic sites many higher profiles were
eskers consisting of glasifluvial material not ideal for used methods. For further exploration a
suitable approach would be geophysical measurements for its relatively cheap cost and deep reach.

Ilomantsi
Ilomantsi region had two areas of interest, though larger area had to be forgotten for now, because
of abundance of quartenary material covering the landscape - eskers. Bedrock mapping was done in
Ruukinpohja area near the border of Finland and Russia. Samples were taken by hammer.
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Conclusion
To sum up that what have been done during summer 2012 by stonerol. The goal has been to more
identify potential of the areas that have been chosen earlier, by basic fieldwork – geological
mapping and geochemical sampling.

-Joonas Kurtti
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Field Work report

Stonerol Oy, summer 2012

Johanna Oiva
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Preface
Our summer work started in Luosto where we were quests in a seminar which is held every year. The
seminar is a mine seminar where experts in geology field share ideas and knowledge to each other. The
seminar lasted three days; each day had a different timetable. On the final day we visited Kevitsa chrome
mine in Sodankylä. Some of the handouts can be downloaded from Kittilä town’s homepage.
We did some background research from every reservation Stonerol Oy has just to be sure what we are going
to see and study in the field. We studied books and maps and sometimes, nearly every time we drove to see
some rock exposures to study the rock type. It is very important to know the rock type and age when
searching certain minerals and metals, in our case, gold. Our interest was in mafic and ultra-mafic volcanic
rocks and a seam of quartz in those bedrocks. In Pampalo gold mine in quartz seams has deposited gold.

Salla
District of Salla’s bedrock is part of Kuusamo belt which is deposited upon Archean crust about 2.5 Ga it is
also part of a Lapland greenstone belt which is deposited in the early Proterozoic time. In Salla we had four
different areas ( Varvikko, Känespella, Tuohivaara, Aatsinki) where we took MMI samples. MMI, mobile
metal ion, is a geochemistry exploration technique to find possible mineral deposits. To take a sample one
has to make a hole to the ground, about 30 cm deep then take a sample with garden sieve which is
contaminated with the soil from the hole. Before the sample can be taken, hole’s wall must to scrape with the
sieve just to avoid metal ions from the spade. Usually distance between holes is 50 meters and distance
between lines 100 meters. This technique is new and it has many regulations, for example it is not allowed to
take samples during and after rain because metal ions sink rapidly with water deeper to the ground. This
means that the data gives you wrong information about the anomaly. And even though if the soil is too wet,
taking a sample is in vain as the metal ions has moved. MMI is brilliant technique even with the regulations.
Aatsinki, Kolvivaara area’s bedrock is volcanic rock such as Dacite and Rhyolite, Tuohivaara’s bedrock is
mainly volcanic rock but there is metamorphic rock also, mainly Graphite shulphide paraschist. Varvikko
bedrock is merely peridotitic komatite which is volcanic rock. Känespella and Kylmähaarankumpu area is
made of peridotitic komatite and graphite sulphide paraschist which is metamorphic rock. Northern part of
Kylmähaarankumpu is made of basaltic andesite. In summary, in every area there is volcanic rock and some
metamorphic rock.
During the month in Salla, we did MMI in every reservation. It was fun; every day was different thanks to
work mates. My pair was Joonas Kurtti and to my luck, he was working to GTK last summer so he had more
experience than I had. When we found rock exposures, if I didn’t know the rock type or minerals in the rock,
he did.
The first place in Salla was Varvikko, the worst place ever. It was a thicket forest and that made our work a
pit hard because of the roots. It was hard to find a good place to excavate a hole. And the area was full of
subsurface drains. But we did our best what we could do there.
Känespella was interesting place in a geology view. It is said that this Känespella hummock is very very old
volcano. And yes, it looks like it. It roses from the ground differently than other tree-covered hills and it is
smaller and it is full of large blocks. And the top of it resemble a caldera. It would be exciting to see inside
the hummock what is in there; is it hollow or is there badly crystallized rock/lava.
In Känespella, Tuohivaara and Aatsinki I loved to work. The landscape was breathtaking and soil was so
much better. Sometimes the soil was too rocky to take a sample especially in east part of Aatsinki
reservation. Tuohivaara reservation A (the west reservation) was quite boring but in the other hand it was
quite fascinating. There were many ponds and it made to think why those were there. We found few rock
exposures and when we found some we sat down with a rock sample and started looking at it trying to figure
out what rock it was and what minerals we could recognize.
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When we were driving from place to another place and if we saw logging area, we stopped and almost run to
there just to find interesting looking stones. Once I found red colored quartz which was nice and beautiful. In
the base in the evening we spent hours just to recognize those rocks from the logging areas.

Tervola
In Tervola we did some mapping in Lehmikumpu. The soil was too rocky to take MMI samples.
Lehmikumpu’s bedrock is a mess, it consist every rock type, mainly volcanic rock, mafic tuff and mafic
volcanic rock. In mafic tuff rock has plenty gas blows and those are worthy to investigate more just to figure
out more information. Bedrock is deposited in early Proterozoic eon.
In Pahkamaa area we did some mapping exercise, also in Mustamaa, in three pairs and what we found was
dolerite (mafic volcanic rock), gabbro (mafic volcanic rock) and some vulcanite. In Mustamaa we found
some mica schist.

Oijärvi
In Oijärvi we did not found any rock exposures even though there should have been lava pillows. The west
reservation’s bedrock is made of ultramafic and mafic rock but there is also a bit of biotite paraschist and
tonalitic migmatite, all deposited in Archaean eon. The east area’s bedrock deposits should be tonalite, mafic
volcanic rock, biotite paragneiss, tonalite migmatite and granodiorite. All are formed in Archaean eon. We
found a beautiful conglomerate block. I wasn’t there when the others found it I was looking for lava pillows
from other direction.
The soil in our areas was too wet to take MMI samples and there were little rock exposures to take rock
samples.

Ilomantsi
From Ilomantsi we found many good rock exposures but those were not in Stonerol Oy’s reservation area.
The best place was near to Russian border and we did good work there by mapping it. I wish I could tell
more about our memos from that area but I do not have those because my working pair has those. But the
bedrock in the border area deposited in Archaean eon and it is mainly mafic and basaltic volcanic rock,
conglomerate and greywacke. It did not look like greywacke where I and my pair made mapping, it was
tricky to identify. The other reservation was full of nothing. There was nothing interesting to us to survey.
Which was a pity.

1. Summary
The summer was nice. Our workmates were amazing people and we became a one group immediately. We
had fun during working and free time. I have just good memories from the summer and of course I did learn
many things from Toni Eerola and from other students. I hope that our work in Salla will make some
progress to find gold and other important metals.

References:
http://www.kideve.fi/luentomateriaalit-6-76-kaivosseminaari-2012-luosto
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INTRODUCTION
Summer fieldwork (1.6.–31.8.2012) at Stonerol Oy started at Luosto, where all of us
students attended this year’s mining seminar. From Luosto we moved to Salla where the
actual work begun. From Salla we continued to Tervola, then Oijärvi and finally to
Ilomantsi. Salla, as the rest of our workstations, belongs to a greenstone belt. In Finland
greenstone belts occur only in Northern and Eastern Finland. They are basically
metamorphosed volcanic rocks, and they are known to be highly potential in gold and
other ore deposits. Our main interest was in gold, and we used an exploration method
called MMI (Mobile metal ions) to search the areas. In Salla and Oijärvi we were
supposed to do MMI sampling. In Tervola, the purpose was to do mapping and in
Ilomantsi the aim was to explore the area and to find out if it would be suitable for MMI
sampling or other exploration methods in the future.
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1. MMI SAMPLING
MMI (Mobile metal ion) is a geochemical exploration technique, used to locate
especially deep ore deposits. MMI technique measures metal ions that travel upward
from mineralization to unconsolidated surface materials like till, sand and soil. These
metal ions travel upward towards the surface after they have been released from

mineralized material in the soil1. MMI samples must be collected 10−25 cm below the

surface to eliminate organic material and possible contamination (picture 1). When the
right depth is reached the sample is then taken with a small scoop and put into a labelled
plastic bag. In our fieldwork MMI samples were collected along grid lines spaced
100−200 meters apart and samples were collected at 50−100 meter intervals.

Picture 1. First step in MMI sampling. In the picture Sami Jokinen is digging the pit from which the
sample is later on taken.

1

Mobile Metal Ions MMI. http://www.sgs.com/en/Mining/Analytical-Services/Geochemistry/MobileMetal-Ions-MMI.aspx

1
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2. SALLA
Salla in eastern Lapland was this summer’s main focus. The area belongs to the central
Lapland greenstone belt, which formed in an orogenic deformation approx. 1.9 Ga. It
mainly consists of volcanic and sedimentary rocks. In Salla the rocks are mostly
volcanic. We had 4 different work areas in Salla: Varvikko, Känespella, Tuohivaara and
Aatsinki. We did MMI sampling in all of them, and managed to collect more than a
thousand samples all together. We collected MMI samples along grid lines spaced
100−200 meters apart and samples were taken at 50−100 meter intervals depending on
the difficulty of the terrain.
We started the sampling by taking coordinates via GPS. After that we made a proper pit
in the soil. Then we used a shovel to scrape off excess organic material from the wall of
the pit. This also minimized the risk of contamination. By using the same shovel we
scraped the actual sample from 10−15 cm depth. Approx. 300 g of sample was then put
into a correctly labelled plastic bag. Just to be safe the coordinates and sample codes
were also handwritten on paper. The aim was to take samples along gridlines spaced
100 meters apart and samples with 50 meter intervals. But unfortunately the terrain was
sometimes too rocky for this, and because of that, we sometimes had to use wider
gridlines and collect fewer samples. Our work in Salla lasted 4 weeks and we finished
all of the areas successfully.
3. TERVOLA AND OIJÄRVI
These areas are located in southwestern parts of Finland. As well as Salla they are part
of the paleoproterozoic greenstonebelt with small areas possibly archean. Lehmikumpu
was our only claim reservation area in Tervola. There we practised to do bedrock
mapping, which included taking field notes and collecting hand samples. The bedrock
we mapped was mostly mafic volcanics and basalts. We also managed to find quite rare
pillow lavas that had formed in an underwater volcanic eruption.
Oijärvi is located 95 km southeast from Tervola. We had two claim reservation areas,
which wore approx. 10 km apart from each other. The purpose was to do MMI sampling,
but unfortunately the areas turned out to be mostly covered in swamp or peat-production.
The areas also lacked outcrops so it wasn’t well suited for mapping either. We did
2
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however manage to find a few outcrops and from them we collected rock samples for
further investigations.
At the end of the day, both of these areas were unsuited for our exploration methods due
to the difficulty of the terrain. Both might have potentially gold deposits but needs to be
explored by using another method, for example drilling.
4. ILOMANTSI
Ilomantsi in eastern Finland was our last location. Apart from our other areas
Ilomantsi’s bedrock is surely late Archean. Ilomantsi area is highly potential in gold
deposits, because the Karelian Gold Line runs right through it. The gold line is a part of
an almost 300 km long greenstone belt which extends all the way to Russia, and mostly
consists of metasediments. We had two claim reservations in Ilomantsi but we came
across the same difficulties as in our previous destinations. The bedrock was mostly
covered, with outcrops in just a few places. One of the places where we did find
outcrops was Ilajanjärvi near the Russian border. There we continued to do mapping
and getting to know the area better.
5. CONCLUSIONS
From all of our destinations Salla is definitely the most prominent. In Salla we covered
all of the areas successfully by using MMI-exploration method and there is definitely a
high possibility that gold anomalies will show up in the MMI-results. All of our claim
reservation areas belong to a greenstone belt and basically have the same geological
history except ages vary. Because of this, also the other areas might have potential in
gold. But due to their terrain they must be investigated by other search methods than the
ones we used this summer.

3
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The Stonerol Oy Mineral Exploration Team
Work Report for Summer Season 2012
by Joonas Wasiljeff

SHORT REPORT

We, the Stonerol Oy trainees, worked in ore exploration duties a period of 10 weeks during the
summer months. Our main objective was to map and pinpoint unexplored potentially ore rich
areas in different locations around Finland. The pre-work was done by using geological maps
rendered by the Geological Survey of Finland (GSF) to distinguish potential ore formations. In
addition, literature was studied as well. As a result, we ended up working in four different areas;
Salla, Tervola, Oijärvi and Ilomantsi, respectively. Salla, situated in the south-eastern Lapland
had the major role in the exploration sequence, and in the end it might have indeed proven itself
to be the most interesting one of the four. Geologically, the areas shared a common feature; they
all are metamorphically altered greenstone belts associated with e.g. komatites, quartz dikes and
mafic-felsic contacts. These kinds of geological environments may have potential gold deposits
as well as other industrially valuable minerals.
Geochemical sample collecting, or so called MMI geochemistry, was done in the Salla area. We
dug around 1200 holes within 4 weeks. Time to time the terrain was hard, as the soil was full of
pebbles and cobbles with a bunch of roots spreading everywhere. The weather didn’t favor
either. It was grizzly and rainy nearly all the time we spent in Salla. In contrast, some days were
so hot one had to contemplate whether to let the mosquitoes get you or bake oneself in the
mosquito net suit. However, the ambience was great and we all were motivated to get the work
complete.
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In Tervola we faced a new work phase. It was the time for geological mapping from outcrops.
Tervola was like a training camp for us. The outcrops occurring in the area were quite numerous,
but instead of being a garden of rocks, it was rather monotonous. All in all, it was a good
opportunity to learn something of geological mapping and gather experience for our next
mapping target, Ilomantsi.
Oijärvi was our third area of study. However, the quaternary geology and the absence of
outcrops made it impossible to work there with the tools we had. Instead, we had the opportunity
to relax: warm up the sauna, swim in the nearby lake, watch the sun setting in an idyllic
landscape and even grab a beer or two.
Finally, after Oijärvi, we arrived to Ilomantsi. Ilomantsi was our last area of exploration for this
summer. Our aim was to do geological mapping in two or three different locations in the
surroundings of Hattu schist belt. However, the quaternary deposits were quite canopying and as
a result outcrops were relatively rare. Nevertheless, we managed to do geological mapping in the
Border zone, in the southern shores of lake Ilajanjärvi.
The working in Stonerol wasn’t only raw work, it was unity
and good ambience and it was doing things together.
Besides our work, we made excursions to geologically
distinguishable places like Koli and a visit to the Pampalo
gold mine (Figure 1.). We also were really transparent in
what we do, and made contact with the locals and the local
media.
At least for me, the summer was really awesome. I gathered
a lot of new geologic insight, made new friends and what’s
most important, in my humble opinion, I learned a lot of
myself. I also wish to thank Stonerol Oy, all my fellow
trainees and especially our chief and mentor Toni Eerola.
Figure 1. A happy gold miner. Picture:
Joonas Wasiljeff
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0.0 INTRODUCTION

Finland is a country of synergic economical and geological potential. Stonerol Oy aims to
explore greenstone belts in pristine areas in Lapland and Eastern Finland where no one has
worked before. Six trainees from three different Finnish universities, Helsinki, Turku and Oulu,
are traversing the wildernesses of northern and eastern Finland for 10 weeks. The objective is to
collect geochemical samples and do geological mapping from outcrops in Salla, Tervola, Oijärvi
and Ilomantsi, respectively.

1.0 THE GEOLOGICAL CHARASTERISTICS

1.1 Salla
Salla is situated near the Russian border in the south-eastern Lapland. The MMI geochemistry
was done in Känespella and Kylmähaarankumpu, Tuohivaara, Varvikko and Aatsinki,
respectively. Känespella and Kylmähaarankumpu areas bedrock was part of the Savukoski group
and consisted mainly of peridotitic komatites of the Kummitsoiva formation and graphite
sulphide paraschist of the Siulionpalo formation. In Tuohivaara, the area explored was also part
of the Savukoski group and the Kuusamo group. Savukoski group consisted again of peridotitic
komatites and graphite sulphide paraschist whereas Kuusamo group consisted of high-Mg
basalts. The peridotitic komatites of the Kummitsoiva formation occurred again in the Varvikko
reservation area. In Aatsinki, Kolvivaara fell was studied. Kolvivaara is situated near the Russian
border. Geologically the bedrock around our study area in Kolvivaara is part of the Petservaara
formation of the Salla group. The rocks present consist of basaltic andesite, dacite, rhyolite and
high-Mg basalt (Active Map Explorer). Volcanites occurring in the Salla area formed in an
intratectonic rift environment around 2.4 to 2.5 Ga ago (Lehtonen et al. 1998).

1.2 Tervola
Tervola is located in south-western Lapland. The geology of Tervola is quite complicated and
diverse. The bedrock in areas explored in the surroundings of Lehmikumpu consisted of mafic
tuffs of the Hirsimaa formation, dolomitic carbonate rock of the Poikkimaa formation, mafic
volcanic rock of the Jouttiaapa formation and quartzites of the Kvartsimaa formation. Inside the
reservation area, there also occurs phyllite of the Martimo formation. Hirsimaa, Poikkimaa,
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Jouttiaapa and Kvartsimaa formations are part of the Kivalo group. Martimo formation is part of
the Paakkola group, instead (Active Map Explorer).

1.3 Oijärvi
The Oijärvi greenstone belt is situated in the northern parts of Pohjois-Pohjanmaa. The area is
well covered in quaternary deposits. However, the bedrock is quite fascinating as it consists of
ultramafic volcanic rocks of the Kylmäkangas formation and mafic volcanic rocks of the
Karahkakangas formation. There are also some biotite paraschist lenses of the Soidinkumpu
formation surrounded by the greenstones. The formations are part of the Oijärvi group (Active
Map Explorer).

1.4 Ruukinpohja formation
The Ruukinpohja formation in eastern Finland, in the municipality of Ilomantsi, is situated in the
southern shores of Ilajanjärvi near the border of Russia. The formation is part of the Hattu schist
belt. It has been suggested to be at least a kilometer thick and consists of stratigraphically semicontinuous sequence of mafic metasediments (northernmost) followed by felsic to intermediate
clastic formations which in turn are followed again by metasediments and pillow lavas
(Sorjonen-Ward 1993). It seems that the youngest formations are in the south.

2.0 ORE EXPLORATION METHODS

The ore exploration was achieved through both geological mapping of outcrops and MMI
sampling. The MMI sampling was done in the Salla area. In contrast, geological mapping was
carried out in Tervola and Ilomantsi areas. The exploration methods were chosen based on the
geologic environment of the study area. Oijärvi area was eventually removed from the
exploration areas, as the quaternary geology present prevented both the MMI sampling and
mapping in the absence of outcrops.
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2.1 MMI geochemistry sampling
Mobile Metal Ion (MMItm) geochemistry is a method of
revealing deeply buried mineral deposits. The analysis
can be made to a variety of different soils and tills. The
method utilizes weak partial extraction and mass
spectrophotometry trace element analysis to reveal
precious metals and base metals adsorpted by the
mineral grains and soil particles. The analysis then may
unravel anomalies in the bedrock of the study area.

Figure 2. MMI sample
collecting with a plastic
garden shovel. Picture
by: Sami Jokinen

The sampling itself was done by digging a hole to the study soil. The holes were approximately
20 to 30 cm in depth and 30 to 50 cm in width (Figure 2). The digging should be made with a
shovel which is made from material that does not cause anomalies to the samples. If this is not
directly possible, the contaminating material should be removed. The shovels used in our
sampling were abrasively blasted to remove paint from them. The paint may contain ions that
could have falsified the results of the analyses.
The samples from the holes should be collected from a continuous interval of 10 to 25 cm under
the organic layer regardless of the horizon. In effect, however, the samples were generally
collected from the subsoil or B horizon. The soils were mostly podzols in Salla. In the areas
where bedrock was graphite sulphide paraschist some podzols the B and C horizons were
coloured black or dark bluish instead of grey and brown.
It should be remembered that sample collecting has the greatest potential for errors alongside
with the laboratory analyses. We thrived to minimize the possible errors by removing items that
could cause anomalies and decontaminated the instruments, i.e. shovels, every time after sample
collecting.
In our sampling, the pH values of the study soils were not examined regardless of the fact that
pH values affect the reactivity of the soil. For instance the Cation exchange capacity (CEC) and
Anion exchange capacity (AEC) are proportional to the alkalinity and acidity of the soil.
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2.2 Geological mapping
Geological mapping is maybe the most fundamental method in ore exploration. Other more
detailing methods, like MMI or deep hole drilling are done due to the results of geological
mapping (and/or boulder mapping). This method utilizes geological knowledge as it is required
to determine different rocks and facieses from the outcrops. It is based mostly on in situ analysis
of the outcrops, but also photographs are taken and hand samples are collected for later
structural, petrographic and/or geochemical analyses.

Figure 3. Metagraywake with quartz-feldspar dikes and a geologists hammer. Picture by: Joonas Wasiljeff

We carried out our mapping in a certain trend: first we wrote down the coordinates of the
outcrop, second we made the preliminary analysis of the rock type and described the
surroundings, then we measured the direction and slope of possible schistosity with a clinometric
compass, photographed the outcrop and finally collected a sample with a hammer (Figure 3.), if
possible.
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REPORT FROM THE MINING SEMINAR AT
LUOSTO 6-8.6 2012
We are all very grateful, both Toni, me and our six trainees for this opportunity to take part in the
Luosto seminar.
With Toni we decided to divide the report so that he writes about the geological part and I give an
overall picture of the event. Toni will also write an article for Materia. I have asked the trainees to
take notes and write a short report (partly in English).
Approximately 200 persons participated in the seminar. Both Wednesday and Thursday contained
lecturers from 9 o´clock in the morning until 4 o´clock in the afternoon. We also visited two mines,
Arctic Amethist and FQM Kevitsa Mining. At Arctic Amethist we all got the chance to personally
dig out an amethyst from the ground and take home as a souvenir.
Kevitsa is located some 160 km. north-northeast of Rovaniemi. This was my first visit to an existing
mine and it made a huge impression on me. Everything was vast, the buildings, the land reserved,
the equipment, the trucks and the security measures. When complete the mine will produce
approximately 10.000 tonnes of Nickel and 20.000 tonnes of Copper per year with a life of Mine,
some 30 years. Capital cost is anticipated to be 380 M Euro. The mine will employ directly 240
employees and many more indirectly. The Kevitsa deposit first attracted exploration interest 20 years
ago. In November 2000 it was granted claims for an area of 8.68 squarekm. The selected method of
mining will utilize open pit shovel and truck mining techniques. The commercial production started
in mid 2012.
Harri Siitonen, whom Toni and I met last summer, is the chairman of the mining entrepreneur´s
association. He has taken the initiative to these seminars, this being the seventh one. Both Toni and
I are now on very friendly terms with him and he will include a speech either from you or from Toni
about STONEROL on next year´s seminar.
One disappointment was that the mining authorities arranged a high level competing seminar, on a
very short notice, at the same time in Helsinki. This is a pity as there really are quite enough conflicts
already.
A press information was held where I had the opportunity to point out how difficult it is for new
mining enterprises when the waiting time for the reservations and claims to be sanctioned takes so
long. Lapin Kansa the biggest newspaper in North of Finland published this together with a picture
of Toni and me. The journalist Jorma Särkelä even promised to write an article about our trainees.
The contacts we made during this seminar will hopefully prove most useful in the future. One of the
interesting persons, Harri Saukkomaa specialist in PR and information, I will meet for lunch. He will
now be responsible for the PR of Laivavaara but stated that it will take three to four times as long to
repair their reputation as it has taken to destroy it.
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Our six young trainees proved very nice and enthusiastic. It seems that Toni has succeeded to make
good choises. The idea to start our co-operation with this seminar was really clever. Both Toni and I
got along very well with them. They were respectful in a nice way (but not too respectful) and all
seem determined to do their best. They are of course most curious about you and would really love
to meet you. We all hope that you can manage a visit to Salla this summer.

Porvoo 10.6 2012
Ann Bjurström
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Mining conference 2012, Luosto

Report

Sami Jokinen
Stonerol Oy
1.7.2012
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1 Raw material investigations in Geological survey of
Finland, Vesa Nykänen
In his presentation, Vesa Nykänen gave an insight into the role of The Geological
Survey of Finland (GTK) as a provider of basic geological information. He emphasized
that although GTK´s main task, especially in Eastern and Northern Finland, is to provide
information for mining companies, GTK´s surveys give vital information for the officials.
This information substantially facilitates decision making of the officials.
Nykänen also stressed that GTK:s main task is to model the ore potential in Finland
instead of performing detailed ore prospecting. Subsequently, GTK´s ore potential
studies are concentrated in poorly investigated areas in which there is no ore
prospecting performed by mining companies at the moment. Moreover, Nykänen
briefly introduced The Green Mining Programme lead by the Finnish Agency for
Technology. In my opinion, the concept of green mining sounded to be nothing more
than a trick in order to promote marketing.

2 ”We shall not throw the child away with the washing
water”, Matti Putkonen
Matti Putkonen, a Member of Parliament from the political party True Finns, stressed
in his presentation his perception that welfare (whatever he means with welfare)
stems only from industry. Evidently, this perception was his justification for the claim
that mining legislation should be preferred over environmental legislation. However,
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he reminded that mining companies have to act according to the environmental
license in order to gain social license to operate, referring especially to the problems in
Talvivaara. On the other hand, Putkonen insinuated that the environmental activists
had smuggled the dead birds inside the mining area in Talvivaara. This claim was at
least weird in my opinion, regarding that Talvivaara had admitted that the birds died in
their process solution reservoir. At the end of his speech, Putkonen argued that there
lives a little True Finn inside everyone and he asked the audience to come out of the
closet and abandon everything that has something to do with “green love”.

3 The beginning mining operation in Kevitsa, Andrew Reid
The managing director of FQM Kevitsa Mining Oy, Andrew Reid introduced the
beginning mining procedure in Kevitsa. He emphasized that the company is highly
committed to operating in Finland. According to Reid, 99% of the employees in Kevitsa
are Finnish, and in addition, 80% are natives from Lapland. He also informed that 90%
of the employees have never worked in a mine and subsequently, they have been
trained with the aid of different simulators. Reid also mentioned that women are
preferably hired to drive big bulldozers because they take better care of the vehicles
and drive more ecologically than men.
According to Reid, the major portion of the mine´s profit comes from nickel, but the
mine also produces for example copper and cobalt. As a result from the low grade of
the ore, the mine is highly dependent on the market prices of the metals. Geologically
speaking, the ore in Kevitsa is a part of the intrusive complex of Kevitsa, and the host
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rock for the ore is olivine pyroxenite. The supposed operating time for the mine is at
least 20 years with the known reserves.
The enrichment process in Kevitsa is a widely used flotation method. Unlike usually, in
Kevitsa they produce separate concentrates for nickel and copper. Reid also
commented the claims according to which the emissions from the mine have exceeded
the standards. He argued that there´re is no possibility for the exceeding because
there has been no water released from the mine this far. In conclusion, Reid reminded
that Kevitsa is one of the biggest ores ever found in Finland.

4 Pahtavaara gold mine, Risto Virkkunen
The managing director of Lappland Goldminers, Risto Virkkunen gave a presentation
about the gold mine in Pahtavaara and its struggles for existence. Virkkunen began his
presentation with basic information about the ore. The gold deposit of Pahtavaara was
originally found by GTK in 1985. The ore is related to a shear zone in a metakomatite.
The grade of gold in the ore is only 1.95 ppm. With the known reserves the mine will
be operating only for the next two years.
There is a great potential to find more gold in the region of Pahtavaara but the main
problem for the company is that it takes years to get new prospecting rights due to the
huge backlog in The Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency (Tukes). As a result, the
company is in danger to have no prospecting rights for the area after two years.
Virkkunen was clearly frustrated with the situation.
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5 The significance and potential of high-tech metals, Olli
Sarapää
Olli Sarapää, a senior researcher in GTK gave an interesting presentation about high‐
tech metals in Finland. At first he described the global situation concerning high‐tech
metal production. Producing over 90 % of the high‐tech metals produced in the world,
China has a real monopoly in this line of business. Moreover, the market prices of the
high‐tech metals vary rapidly due to smuggling.
According to Sarapää, high‐tech metals are quite commonly found in the bedrock but
unfortunately, they are very rarely enriched as ores. As a consequence, high‐tech
metals are usually mined only as side products. To make matters even more
complicated, the deposits of high‐tech metals usually contain many different metals,
which means that they have to separated from each other. The closest rare earth
metal enrichment plant from the Finnish point of view is located in Estonia.
The alkaline rocks in the regions of Sokli and Iivaara are significant in terms of rare
earth metals. These alkaline rock complexes are related to the alkaline rock province of
Kola which was formed in the Devonian period. In Sokli rare earth elements are
enriched in the dolomitic dikes that cut through the “pipe” of the intrusion. In
addition, there are thick layers of kaolinitic weathering products in which the rare
earth metals are possibly enriched as a result of ion absorption.
Sarapää mentioned also that the zone of Tana belt is considered to have great
potential for finding high‐tech metal ores. Tana belt is an orogenic belt between
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Lapland´s granulite curve and Kittilä greenstone belt. According to many findings, there
has been hydrothermal activity along Tana belt, which is crucial for the enrichment of
high‐tech metals in this kind of environments. There is a positive geochemical anomaly
in concentrations of rare earth metals inside Tana bel. There is also weathered bedrock
along Tana belt and especially the bottom parts of this weathered bedrock are
potential for deposition of rare earth elements.
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THE ”GOLDFIELDS” OF ILOMANTSI ARE
CROWDED
ORE PROSPECTING: THE NEWEST ARRIVAL EXAMINES THE
ROCKS WITH THE HELP OF STUDENTS.
ILOMANTSI Leila Viimes
The students roll away the surface turfs with practised hands at Ilomantsi in Ilaja. Under ideal
circumstances the rock would be left bare for the rain to clean. Then a sample the size of a fist
would be removed and the turfs be rolled back again.
Now we won´t wait for the rain but sweep the needles and sand away and take a sample of the
stone.
The ore prospecting enterprise Stonerol has brought a group of six students to Ilomantsi, for a
couple of weeks, in order to take samples of the surface. Ilomantsi had started to interest the gold
prospecting company because the geological maps showed that there were volcanic periods in the
region.
The chief geologist of the company, Toni Eerola, was soon to find out that many others had noticed
the same.
- Actually we are a little bit late.
- When we were inspired to come, quite a number of other persons were here already, so we were
left only with occasional pieces of land to investigate.
The German owned Stonerol is already the fourth international company to search for gold in
Ilomantsi. The British company Mineral Exploration Network prospects in Mutajärvi. Magnus
Minerals searches for gold between Sonkaja and Kovero.
Endomines already has a goldmine and an enrichment plant in Pampalo, and consider Ilomants their
home district. They are continuously applying for new claims.
The main target for Stonerol in Ilomantsi is close to the border in Ilaja. Another unprospected area
was found East of Koitere in the direction of Sonkala – Käenkoski – Narva.
-With the trainees we make preliminary investigations and take samples. Next year or the year after I
most probably will be back to continue the work here states Toni Eerola.
The work has not been without problems.
-Before this we worked in Salla. The difference here is that the rocks are covered with turf and the
turf has to be removed from the rocks.
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Our ideology is to take the environment in consideration and to keep up friendly relations with the
landowners as well as the local people. We do not touch nature reserve areas and all traces are
covered up so that you cannot notice the visit of the geologist.
The students in Ilomantsi study geology in the universities of Oulu, Turku and Helsinki.
-Geology is not only lectures but also walks in the open air, states Joonas Kurtti, as one reason for
his choice of studies.
Although Stonerol concentrates in the search for gold, Eerola points out the importance of research
also for other areas.
Through these examinations geologists find new knowledge not only in this area but of the whole
world.
-We are looking for fundamental truths, we dive into the history of our world but at the same time
we make important surveys about groundwater and/or raw material.
Text under the photo: Student Joonas Kurtti studying a finding of ore.
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KOTI-LAPPI, Thursday July 5, 2012.
By Erkki Hautala

STONEROL SEARCHES FOR SIGNS OF GOLD
IN SALLA
Fieldwork: A small sample is taken from the edge of the hole, which is then covered up.
Stonerol searches for geochemical signs of gold and other valuable minerals from the soil in
Salla, amongst others in the Känespella and Tuohivaara-Muotkaselkä areas.
Fieldwork started in the beginning of June and was intended to last until early July, but probably
the work will continue for longer.
The company’s head geologist, Toni Eerola, says that small holes are dug with a spade along the
set prospection lines.
A small sample of about two hundred grams is scraped from the edge of the hole into a plastic
bag. The GPS-readings of the sampling location are registered so that it can be located at a later
stage.
After the sample has been taken the hole is covered up and no trace remains.
It is a small-scale ore prospection, which has been enabled by the Mining Act renewed about
a year ago. This activity can be compared with everyman’s right. However, it is worth
informing the landowners about the sampling.
Toni Eerola affirms that they have endeavoured to contact the landowners, and the fieldworkers
have introduced themselves to the people of inhabited houses.
The landowners’ attitude has been positive, says Eerola.
The Stonerol fieldwork group includes Toni Eerola and six geology students from universities in
Helsinki, Turku and Oulu.
They move in pairs along the prospection line. About 30 holes are dug in one day. “The soil is
partially stony but a suitable one is found by changing location”, says Sami Jokinen, a student.
The prospection area is interesting because for example Tuohivaara and Känespella are
within the Salla greenstone belt area, which can be followed to the vicinity of the Eastern border
zone up to the Aatsinki Grave.
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Around the world, greenstone belt areas are known to have potential findings of gold, nickel,
chrome, copper and platinum; and the fieldwork group search for these in Salla.
“Känespella and Tuohivaara-Muotkaselkä have almost not been investigated previously”, says
Eerola.
He emphasizes that the fieldwork group concentrates on the search for signs of gold and other
valuable minerals, and does not search for Uranium.
Stonerol has recently handed in an application for ore prospection within the Känespella and
Aatsinki areas to the Safety- and Chemicals Authority, Tukes. It grants ore prospection permits
that allow digging and boring investigations in promising areas.
Stonerol Oy searches for ore also in Western Lapland and Eastern Finland, in addition to Salla.
The company’s activity, which is concentrated on ore prospection, is financed by Markus
Elsasser, from Germany.

“The landowners’ attitude has been positive.”
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HAMMERS AND SPADES AS TOOLS
TWO WEEKS IN THE WOODS EXAMINING
RUCKSACKS, HAMMERS AND SPADES.

ROCKS,

WITH

Mervi Nevalainen
In Ilomantsi numerous different companies are investigating the surface of the ground for deposits
in many different places.

“THIS IS SPECIAL, YOU WALK AND WORK AT YOUR OWN PACE.” says Joonas Kurtti

For two weeks, now chief geologist Toni Eerola from the German owned ore prospecting company,
Stonerol, has been examining bedrock south of Ilaja, together with six geology students.
Investigations have been made also in Koivuvaara. Stonerol has reservations also in the
neighborhood of Koitere in the Kirvesvaara – Käenkoski – Naarva – Välivaara – Suuru area. Very
interesting is also the area around Kerälänvaara – Ontronvaara, says Eerola.
The group started their work in June in Salla, where they took more than one thousand samples of
the turf. Before coming to Ilomantsi they made investigations in Tervola and Voijärvi.
- We have got acquainted with the territory and made examinations. Here are interesting species of
rock zones where ore deposits have been found previously.
-Unfortunately the best areas have already been taken so we seem to be a little late. Both Ilomantsi
and Sodankylä are largely reserved.

ROLLING UP THE TURF
The rocks are covered with turf.
The group consists of students from the universities in Oulu, Turku and Helsinki. Some of the
students have been studying for three years, some for two years. They note that the forests have
been of a similar kind, with brushwood. In Salla the landscape was hillier.
Geology fascinates them because the work is so full of variety and you also have the work in open
air.
-This is something special. You work and walk at your own pace. You can choose if you work
longer or shorter days. Joonas Kurtti, from Oulu University sums up the thoughts of the group.
Although the group has not found ore in these two weeks they still have discovered many
interesting findings. All sorts of extraordinary things.
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The rock is bared by rolling away the turf by hand. The surface of the rock is swept free from soil
with twigs. Thus it is easier to examine the surface of the rock. Small samples are taken and
examined with a magnifying glass. Some of the samples go into the rucksack some are left on the
ground.
The students leave the area in the same condition as they have found it.
-The turf is put back on the rock and we try not to leave any traces of our visit.

THE STONES FASCINATE.
In Kalliovaara the age of the rock is 2.75 billion years.
- This area has sometimes been covered with water.
Sara Söderström explains that she started to study geology because she wanted to do something
special.
-I have always liked outdoor life and now I really get it to my heart´s content.
All the students are fascinated by the structure, the color and the form of the stone. Geology is
exotic.
At school you learn about animals and plants but not much about stones and geology. This field
remains unknown, continues Kurtti.
-The stones also reveal history. A geologist requires good physical condition and the skill to use
hammer and spade.
-We are also fascinated by the fact that geology is not solely paper work, the students point out.
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Uutiset A15

Lapin Kansa | Maanantai 25. kesäkuuta 2012

Stonerol etsii kultaa Sallasta
Kenttätöitä: Yhtiöllä vireillä malminetsintälupahakemukset Känespellassa ja Aatsingissa.
Haussa varausalueita Länsi-Lapissa ja Itä-Suomessa.
J O RM A SÄRKEL Ä

Savukoski

Jorma Särkelä

Saksalaisrahoitteinen Stonerol
Oy etsii kultaa Sallassa kahdella
varausalueellaan Känespellassa
ja Aatsingissa. Haussa on lisäksi
useita etsintävarausalueita ItäSuomessa ja Länsi-Lapissa. Sallassa kullan merkkejä etsii kuusi geologian opiskelijaa ja yhtiön
päägeologi Toni Eerola.
– Varsinaisesti emme nyt etsi kultaa, vaan kullan ja muiden
arvomineraalien geokemiallisia
merkkejä maaperästä. Kaivelemme tutkimuslinjoillemme lapionpiston syvyisiä kuoppia, joista
otamme noin parinsadan gramman maanäytteen analyyseihin.
Kuoppa peitellään eikä jälkiä etsinnästä maastoon jää, vakuuttaa
Toni Eerola.
Kaivoslain 7. pykälän mukaan
tällainen jälkiä maastoon jättämätön malminetsintä ei vaadi mitään
lupia ja sitä voi jokainen harrastaa jokamiehenoikeudella. Maanomistajalle olisi kuitenkin hyvä ilmoittaa näytteenotosta. Turvallisuus- ja kemikaalivirasto Tukesin
myöntämän malminetsintäluvan
jälkeen malminetsinnästä on maksettava 20 euron korvaus maanomistajalle hehtaarilta ensimmäisen 4 vuoden ajalta.
– Olemme pyrkineet ottamaan
yhteyttä maanomistajiin ja asutuissa taloissa olemme käyneet
esittäytymässä, kertoo Toni Eerola.
Stonerol etsii Sallasta kullan lisäksi merkkejä kuparista, nikkelistä, sinkistä, kromista ja platinasta.
Oulangasta läpi Keski-Lapin kulkevalla törmäysvyöhykkeellä on
ollut kauan, kauan sitten korkeita
vuoria, joita eroosio ja jääkaudet
ovat kuluttaneet matalammiksi ja
levitelleet ympäristöön. Ympäristöön ovat kulkeutuneet myös arvomineraalit.
– Kummitsoiva ja Känespella
ovat luultavasti olleet aikoinaan
korkeita tulivuoria, joiden uumenista on noussut magman mukana
arvomineraalejakin. Alue on myös
mannerlaattojen repeämisvyöhykettä.
– Repeämän jälkeen Lappi törmäsi toiseen mantereeseen. Lapissa kulta esiintyy yleensä näillä törmäysvyöhykkeillä. Nyt etsimme
arvometalleista maastosta merkkejä, jotka kertovat meille arvokkaista metalleista alla olevassa kallioperässä, kertoo Toni Eerola.
etsintäalueilla
maan uumenista on noussut malmeja pintaan 1800-1900 miljoonaa
vuotta sitten. Kallioperä on kuitenkin peräti 2000-3500 miljoonaa vuotta vanhaa. Suomen vanhimmat kivet sijoittuvat Itä- ja
Pohjois-Suomen arkeeisille kallioalueille.
Stonerol kartoittaa nyt näitä
malmikriittisiä alueita Sallassa,
Länsi-Lapissa ja Itä-Suomessa.
Yhtiöllä on vireillä useita varaushakemuksia eri puolilla Suomea.
Sallaan jätettiin malminetsintähakemukset viime perjantaina.
Ruuhka Tukesissa Rovaniemen
toimistossa on kuitenkin viivästyttänyt varaushakemustenkin
käsittelyä ja niitä on lupeissa Sto-

Stonerolin
malminetsintäalueet
Saija

Vittikko

Kelloselkä

Salla
82
Logica/MML

nerolillekin aikaisintaan syksyllä.
Pelättävissä onkin, että luvat eivät enää ehdi tämän vuoden sulille maille. Malminetsintälupien
myöntämiseen saattaa Tukesissa
mennä vuosia.
Jos etsintäalueelta löytyy lupaavia kohteita, niille keskitetään
malminetsinnät jatkossa. Näille
alueille haetaan malminetsintälupa, joka antaa mahdollisuudet
maaperän kaivamiseen ja kairaamiseen tutkimusmielessä. Tällainen lupa on haettu Aatsinkiin ja
Känespellan alueelle viime perjantaina.
Malminetsintälupa tuo malminetsijälle etuoikeuden kaivoksen perustamiseen tutkimusalueelleen.

Tästä on kyse
Kaivoslaki

Johanna Oiva Limingasta ja Joonas Kurtti Oulusta ottavat näytettä muovipussiin Koutelosta. Kesän aikana
mastoon tutkimuslinjoille tehdään tuhansia pieniä kuoppia, jotka peitellään huolellisesti ja jälkiä jättämättä.

STONEROLIN

Maanomistaja saa korvauksen
malminetsintäluvasta
Uuden kaivoslain mukaan maanomistajalle on maksettava korvaus jo malminetsintälupavaiheessa.
Kaivoslain mukaan Turvallisuusja kemikaalivirasto Tukesin myöntämän malminetsintäluvan haltijan on suoritettava malminetsintäalueeseen kuuluvien kiinteistöjen
omistajille vuotuinen malminetsintäkorvaus.
Malminetsintäkorvaus kiinteistöä kohti on 20 euroa hehtaaril-

ta malminetsintäluvan voimassaolon ensimmäiseltä neljältä vuodelta; 30 euroa hehtaarilta seuraavilta kolmelta vuodelta; 40 euroa
hehtaarilta seuraavilta kolmelta
vuodelta. Sen jälkeen malminetsintäluvan haltijan on maksettava
maanomistajalle 50 euroa hehtaarilta vuosittain.
Malminetsintälupa ei oikeuta esiintymän hyödyntämiseen.
Malminetsintälupa ei rajoita kiin-
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teistön omistajan oikeutta käyttää aluettaan tai määrätä siitä, ellei malminetsintä tai sen vaatimat
rakennelmat estä alueen käyttöä.
Kaivoksen perustamiseen ja
kaivostoiminnan harjoittamiseen
on oltava Tukesin kaivoslupa.
Uraanin ja toriumin kaivamiseen
vaaditaan valtioneuvoston lupa.
Radioaktiivisten aineiden kaivamisen kunta voi estää alueellaan
veto-oikeudellaan.

7 § Etsintätyö: Jokaisella on toisenkin alueella oikeus kaivosmineraalien löytämiseksi tehdä
geologisia mittauksia ja havaintoja sekä ottaa vähäisiä näytteitä, jos toimenpiteistä ei aiheudu
vahinkoa eikä vähäistä suurempaa haittaa tai häiriötä (etsintätyö).
9 § lupa etsintään on haettava
aina Tukesilta, jos malminetsintä kohdistuu uraania tai toriumia
sisältävän esiintymän paikallistamiseen ja tutkimiseen.
10 § Malminetsintäluvan oikeusvaikutukset Malminetsintäluvan nojalla luvanhaltijalla on
oikeus omalla ja toisen maalla
luvassa tarkoitetulla alueella (malminetsintäalue) tutkia
geologisten muodostumien
rakenteita ja koostumusta sekä
tehdä muita kaivostoimintaa valmistelevia tutkimuksia ja muuta
malminetsintää esiintymän paikallistamiseksi sekä sen laadun,
laajuuden ja hyödyntämiskelpoisuuden selvittämiseksi sen mukaan kuin malminetsintäluvassa
tarkemmin määrätään.
Malminetsintäluvan haltija saa
rakentaa tai siirtää malminetsintäalueelle tutkimustoimintaa
varten tarpeellisia väliaikaisia
rakennelmia ja laitteita sen mukaan kuin malminetsintäluvassa
tarkemmin määrätään.

Article in LAPIN KANSA, Monday June 25, 2012.

STONEROL PROSPECTS FOR GOLD IN SALLA
Stonerol, a German-financed company, is prospecting for gold in Salla, within two of its claim
reservation areas in Känespella and Aatsingi. Furthermore, there are several areas in Eastern Finland
and Western Lapland reserved for exploration. Six geology students as well as the company’s chief
geologist, Toni Eerola are searching for signs of gold in Salla.
-

We are not actually searching for gold but for geochemical signs of gold and other valuable
minerals in the soil. In the investigations we dig holes spade-deep, from which we take soil samples
of abt. 200 gr for analysis. The hole is covered up and no trace of the search is left, Toni Eerola
assures.

-

According to par. 7 of the mining act, this kind of ore prospecting which leaves no trace in the
terrain, does not require any permit and it can be practiced by anyone according to everyman’s
right. However, it would be recommendable to inform the land owners of the sample probes.
After the Safety and Chemicals Authority, Tukes has granted a prospection permit, the land-owner
shall be reimbursed 20 EUR/hectare during the first 4 years.

-

We have tried to contact the landowners and we have presented ourselves to inhabited houses says
Toni Eerola.

In addition to signs of gold, Stonerol is searching for signs of copper, nickel, zinc, chrome and
platinum. In Oulanka, in the collision zone through Mid-Lapland, there have long ago been high
mountains worn by erosion and ice ages and that have been dispersed in the vicinity. Also valuable
minerals have been carried to that environment.
Kummitsoiva and Känespella have probably in time been high volcanoes, from the bowels of which
even valuable minerals have risen with the magma. The area is also a rupture zone of the continental
shelf.
After the rupture Lapland crashed into another continent. In Lapland there are generally gold findings
in these rupture belts. Now we are searching for signs of valuable metals from the bedrock below, says
Toni Eerola.
In the bowels of the earth within the Stonerol prospection area there are ores that have risen to the
surface 1800-1900 million years ago. However, the bedrock is 2000-3500 million years old. The oldest
rocks in Finland are located within the Eastern and Northern Archaean areas of Finland.
Stonerol is now exploring these ore-critical areas in Salla, Western Lapland and Eastern Finland. The
company has several applications for claim reservations valid in different areas of Finland.
Applications for mineral exploration have been submitted last Friday for Salla.
The workload at Tukes’ Rovaniemi Office has, however, also delayed the handling of claim
reservation applications and they would be dealt with in the Autumn at the earliest.
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It is also feared that the permits might not be granted in time before the land areas freeze. The grants
for ore prospection permits may take years.
If there are promising findings within the prospection area, the ore explorations will be concentrated
on these. Ore prospection permits will be applied for within these areas, which will give possibilities to
dig and bore into the ground with the aim of exploration. This kind of permit has been applied for last
Friday for the Aatkinki and Känespella areas.
An ore prospection permit gives the ore explorer the right of way to establish a mine within the
exploration area.
PHOTOGRAPH
Johanna Oiva from Liminka and Joonas Kurtti from Oulu put a sample from Koutelo into a plastic bag. During the
summer thousands of small holes are made in the ground along the exploration lines, and are subsequently covered up
carefully, without leaving a trace.

The land owner shall be compensated for an ore exploration permit.
According to the new Mining Law, the landowner shall be compensated already at the ore exploration
stage. According to the Mining Law, the Safety and Chemicals Authority, Tukes, the holder of an ore
prospection permit shall reimburse a fee to the land owners of the exploration areas.
The exploration fee per property is 20 EUR/hectare during the first 4 years of validity of the ore
prospection permit; 30 EUR/hectare for the following 3 years; 40 EUR per hectare for the following 3
years. Thereafter the prospection permit holder shall pay the land owner 50 EUR/hectare every year.
A prospection permit does not entitle to exploit the ore findings. The permit does not limit the land
owner to use his land or to designate it, unless the exploration or structures required for it prevent
using the area.
In order to establish a mine and practice mining, a mining license from Tukes is required. For mining
uranium or thorium a government permit is required. The municipality may use its right of veto to
prevent mining radio-active substances.
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IT IS ABOUT THE FOLLOWING:
The mining act
§ 7 Exploration: With the objective of finding extractable minerals everyone has the right to make
geological measurements and observations, even in areas belonging to others, and to take minor
samples if those actions (the exploration work) do not cause damage or more than minor harm or
disturbance.
§ 9. An prospection permit shall always be applied for from Tukes, if the exploration is focused on
locating and investigating ore findings containing uranium or thorium.
§ 10. According to the ore prospection permit, the legal implications of such permit signify that the
permit holder has the right to investigate, within his own land and that of others, the structure and
composition of geological findings, as well as to clarify their exploitability in accordance with the
prospection permit stipulations.
The permit holder may build or transfer to the exploration area temporary structures and equipment
necessary for the investigation work, in accordance with the stipulations of the prospection permit.
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REPORT ON RECONNAISSANCE AND PERLIMINARY FIELD WORK ON THE
SODANKYLÄ (ASKA) AREA, CENTRAL LAPLAND (NORTHERN FINLAND)
Toni Eerola, Stonerol Oy
Introduction
The Sodankylä area was one of the potential target areas for mineral exploration by GTK
Rovaniemi Office’s specialists. Sodankylä is located at Central Lapland, Northern Finland, and
is 129 km from the Province Capital, Rovaniemi (Fig. 1).
Sodankylä area is rich is mineral occurrences. The region hosts polymetallic deposits of Au, Ni,
Cu, and platinoids. There is already the Pahtavaara gold mine, Kevitsa Ni-Ci-Pt-Pd mine is under
construction and another, huge discovery of Ni-Cu-Pt-Pd deposit was recently announced at the
region.
The regions geology is diversified, but supracrustal (volcano-sedimentary) formations
predominate. GTK’s specialists appointed an area from SW side of Sodankylä, almost up to
Kaitala, SE of Sodankylä, covering a total of 429 km2. In the area suggested by GTK’s
specialists, two partially overlapping areas were defined: Aska A and B (Fig. 2). The most
considered here is the Aska A.

Fig. 1. Location of Sodankylä region.
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Fig. 2. The target area of Aska, Sodankylä, Northern Finland.
The area was a phocus of the author in a reconnaissance and preliminary field work during 2428.10.2011. This report describes the work and its findings. Recommendations for further
actions are also given
Aska (Sodankylä) area
Geology
The geology of Aska area is composed by a supracrustal belt of quartzites, and schists, intruded
by diabase dykes, and covered by mafic and ultramafic vocanic rocks (Fig. 3). Most of the area
is not exposed, and the central part is covered by a large swamp area.
Infrastructure
The region is quite well served by roads, but due to swamps, some parts of it are difficult to be a
accessed. All the NW corner of the area is military and groundwater zone. Military zone is used
to granade shootings and the groundwater zone is protected, limiting other activities within them.
That is why all that NW part of the area is suggested to be excluded from the target area.
Within the Central and eastern part of the area, sparse logging roads allow access for the great
part of the area, but the state of all of them was not possible to be checked due to time limitation.
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Reconnaissance and preliminary field work
The reconnaissance consisted in driving along the roads to check the accessibility and their state,
as well as making observations on rock outcrops along them. This usually gives a general picture
of the area and it lithologies. However, outcrops were few and sparse. Access to certain areas
was restricted. The area is also huge and time was limited. This is why all the area was not
possible to be covered.
Few outrcrops were found along the roads. They are more common at the easternmost and
northern part of the area, composed by schists (Fig. 4), and quartzites (Fig. 5), where few
observations were made at Komovaara and Paloselkä areas. Volcanic outcrops were not seen
during the reconnaissance. The frequent presence of hunters also limited the moving in forest in
the central-eastern part of area.

Fig. 3. Geological map of the Aska area, Sodankylä. Yellow, and beige: quartzites;, Light blue:
biotite-schists; Dark brown: Diabase dykes; Green: mafic volcanic rocks; Brownish green:
ultramafic volcanic rocks (komatiites). Pink: Granite.
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Fig. 4. Pelitic schists at Komovaara..

Fig. 5. Quartzites at Longosoiva.

Conclusions and recommendations
Due to time and access limitations, the reconnaissance was not completed at the region. Few
outcrops of quartzites and schists were observed. However, all the NW corner of the Aska area is
already suggested to be abandoned because of military and groundwater zones. This area runs
from western side of Sodankylä up to the main road from Sodankylä to south.
The reconnaissance and field work should proceed in the next summer, and during the winter,
the area’s geology should be studied in the available literature and data.
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REPORT ON RECONNAISSANCE AND PRELIMINARY FIELD WORK ON
SAVUKOSKI AREA
Toni Eerola, Stonerol Oy
Introduction
Savukoski in Eastern Lapland was one of the potential areas indicated as potential for mineral
exploration in Northern Finland by specialists of the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK). It is
located between Sodankylä and Salla, and is 175 km distant from Rovaniemi (Fig. 1).
The author performed a reconnaissance and preliminary field work on the area in the period from
3rd to 21st August 2011. This report describes the work and its findings. Recommendations for
further actions are also given.

Fig. 1. Location of Savukoski, Northern Finland.
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Fig. 2. The topographical map of Savukoski region, with delimitation of the target area.
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Savukoski area
Geology
Savukoski is part of the Archaean-Paleoproterozoic area of the Lapland Greenstone Belt. It has a
similar geology as the previously described Salla region. It is composed by quartzites associated
with mafic volcanic rocks, deposited on Archaean granitic-gneissic basement. The sequence of
interest here is a narrow, linear, NE-SW trending volcano-sedimentary belt between quartzites,
granites and gneisses that occurs from Savukoski to Tuorainselkä (Fig. 2, 3). This belt is
composed by ultramafic volcanic rocks, such as Mg-tholeiitic basalts and komatiites, associated
with quartzites and graphitic schists. It is not very well exposed because of the glacial
overburden, swamps and river sediments. The exposures of volcanic and sedimentary rocks
compose smooth ridges oriented towards the strike of the lithologies at the southern part of the
sequence.

Fig. 3. Geological map of the Savukoski area, and delimitation of the target area. Light blue:
Biotite gneiss; Orange: Granite and granitic gneiss; Yellow: Quartzite and conglomerate;
Brown: Diabase and gabbro;Violet: Black schists; Green and dark green: Mafic and ultramafic
volcanic rocks.
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Infrastructure
The region is quite well served by roads, mostly used by loggers and reindeer grazers, but their
state is not very good. However, the access for most of the area is quite easy, excluding the
swamps. There is reindeer grazing in the area, and reindeer fences limit the moving in certain
extent. Reindeer herds were frequently seen in the field and roads.
Reconnaissance and field work
The reconnaissance consisted in driving along the roads to check the accessibility and their state,
as well as making of observations on rock outcrops along them. This gave a general picture of
the area and it lithologies.
The exposure is quite good at the southern part of the region up to Martti, while the region north
from it is practically all covered. This naturally limited the field work to the southern part.
Outcrops were visited and brief observations were made. The best exposures are found along the
Miekkavaara, and Rovaselkä, and Värriövaara ridges, composed by volcanic rocks (Fig. 4).
Rovaselkä has good exposure of schists, too (Fig. 5). In other areas, such as between Lautarova
and Mäntyselkä, the exposures are sparse and rare, and composed only by volcanic rocks (Fig.
6), but Värriövaara has large exposures of pyroclastic rocks.

Fig.4. Ridge of volcanic rocks at Rovaselkä.

Fig. 5. Schist exposed at Rovaselkä

Fig. 6 Sparse volcanic outcrops on a flat ground
between Lautarova and Mäntyselkä.

Fig. 7 Large outcrops of volcanic rocks on
the Värriövaara
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In order to have idea on the regional geology, the author visited also the gneissic area to the east,
represented by the Kaltiovaara and Routsukainen hills, as well as the quartzites along the
Kivitunturi interpretative trail.
Findings
Most of the volcanic rocks seem to be of pyroclastic origin, but lava flows are also found. Quartz
vein due to faulting was found in one place at Rovaselkä, associated with volcanic rocks.
Samples were taken because quartz veins can be hosts for gold. One rusty boulder was also
found along the road at Miekkavaara.

Fig. Quartz-vein below the hammer (pink) cutting volcanic rocks at Rovavaara.
Conclusions and recommendations
The future field work should be concentrated along the Miekkavaara, Rovaselkä and Värriövaara
at the southern part of the Savukoski belt. As the northern part is covered, it can only be explored
by geophysics and drillings.
According with the new mining act, the cost of claim reservation is now calculated by hectaras,
which requires a maximum limitation of requested area as possible. For that reason, there is a
need for a careful study in order to limit the most interesting and potential area for a possible,
further mineral exploration with its claim application.
During the winter, the area’s geology and possible favourable tectonic and hydrothermal
alteration features will be studied and investigated in more detail based on previous, existent data
in geophysical and geochemical maps provided by the GTK’s Exploration Map, and other data
publicly available in the internet and GTK’s library.
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The objective of this study is to acquire a better knowledge and understanding of the area, as
well as to appoint possible direct targets for exploration and to help in the preparation of a
possible claim application.
In the case of a possible claim application, it is important to note here that the reindeer grazing
areas should also be taken in account when preparing the applications, because they impose
certain restrictions and reindeer grazing associations should be contacted for permissions. There
are regulations concerning mineral exploration and mining in such areas.
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